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A fun and playful cookbook featuring retro, decadent, and kid-friendly mac-and-cheese recipes from

the popular Oakland restaurant Homeroom.Â Think Outside the Box!  Macaroni and cheese is one

of Americaâ€™s favorite comfort foods, beloved by kids and adults alike. But thereâ€™s no need to

rely on prefab mixesâ€”all you need is a handful of kitchen staples, some tasty cheese, and a little

insider advice courtesy of Homeroom restaurant. This perennially popular Oakland, California,

eateryâ€”with its entire menu devoted to mac and cheeseâ€”now shares its secrets for the best-ever

mac recipes.  Â  These inventive dishes offer something for everyone: nostalgic homestyle recipes

like Tuna Mac, international varieties like Sriracha Mac, decadent delights like Truffle Mac, and even

the logic-defying Vegan Mac. Youâ€™ll also find recipes for quick veggie sides like Brussels Sprouts

with Bacon and old-school desserts like frozen Peanut Butter Pie. With a basics section on

perfecting mac sauce, choosing the best noodles, and customizing add-ins and toppings, plus an

emphasis on quality ingredients and simple techniques, this fun, playful cookbook shows

cheese-loving readers how to take this comfort-food staple to creative  new heights.
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Admittedly, I LOVE macaroni and cheese - absolutely love it. But I've had a frustrating experience

with Mac N Cheese recipes in the past, especially books devoted to the subject. They are usually

super fancy, adding strange ingredients in order to 'reinvent' or at least present a different take on

the comfort food staple. But really, I want to know how to make a good basic recipe that does what



is promised and doesn't turn into a runny or blobby mess.This book is a very different take on the

subject: rather than giving us complex over the top variations, the book starts with a simple

foundation using simple ingredients: milk, salt, butter, flour. They then build upon that basic recipe,

giving useful advice (what the different salts do to the recipe, the best type of noodles,

troubleshooting when the recipe doesn't come out right) to make sure the recipes come out as

planned. Already, I was able from those advice pages to identify places I went wrong. I appreciate a

book that not only gives suggestions but can also tell you why something might be better than

something else as an ingredient (e.g., kosher salt vs table salt). The book also distinguishes

between gooey and basked macaroni and cheese since those two variations seem to be the

dividing line between mac n cheese lovers.Half the book is varitations on a class American dish.

Then interesting ways to create 'international' themed dishes using ingredients specific to certain

cities or countries. As well, recipes are given for side dishes that go great with the main dish and

deserts.The authors own a macaroni and cheese themed restaurant in Oakland that specializes in

inexpensive and simple (not overworked or overdone) offerings - 10 macaroni and cheese offerings

at a time.

I must admit the cover of THE MAC & CHEESE COOKBOOK captured my attention the moment I

saw it. Doesn't it look yummy? Visions of mouth-watering dishes of mac and cheese sprang to mind

and I had to know more.I'm happy to say I wasn't disappointed by the cookbook, quite the opposite.

I found this charming cookbook to be packed with delicious recipes, easy instructions, gorgeous

color photos, and extremely helpful tips.Authors (Chefs) Allison Arevalo and Erin Wade have

compiled tasty recipes that will have you eager to try all 50 of them. Each recipes is written in

simple, easy steps with a bit of information about the dish. In addition, many are accompanied by a

beautiful full page color photo of the completed dish. There's also a section on selecting the right

noodles and how to prepare them properly.A highlight of the book for me was the step-by-step

instructions and photos on how to prepare the mac sauce - the base of each recipe. The authors

also note problems that can be encountered preparing the sauce and the simple solutions to resolve

these issues.Each recipe also includes a beer and wine pairing to enrich the meal. To help even

more, the authors have included recipes for fun side dishes and desserts to compliment the mac

and cheese.Some of the recipes are: Trailer Mac, Mac & Blue, Shepherd's Mac, Winter Citrus

Salad, Peanut Butter Pie, and Dessert Mac. I tried the Vermont White Cheddar Mac and was

delighted with my results. The recipe was easy to follow, the instructions helpful and the end results

delicious. While this dish took a bit longer than opening a box of mac and cheese, it was well worth



the effort. Once the simple mac sauce is mastered, the recipes are a breeze.

This book is amazing, and an awesome starting place for a Mac and Cheese recipe. My wife and I

have a bbq catering company and use this as the basis for our mac and cheese. The mac sauce is

the most crucial part to successful mac and cheese, and they break it down perfectly with pictures,

step by step instructions and even common mistakes.I have read other reviews where people

complain that their mac sauce makes 3 cups, but every recipe in the book calls for 2 cups of mac

sauce, so you end up with left overs. We just use all the mac sauce and it is fine, because then you

end with more mac and cheese...which is the best result in the world.There are a few things that we

change slightly when we cook. First is we use all the mac sauce, that way no left overs. Second, is

we add more noodles than they call for. The recipe will say 1/2 pound of noodles, which is 2 cups

(and this is for 2 cups mac sauce). I find this to be not enough, so here is the ratio that works perfect

for us: 3 Cups mac sauce, 3 cups cheese and 6 cups cooked noodles. Last, the cheese is the most

important part of this whole process. We have used everything from super expensive 2 year aged

cheddar Tillamook cheese to mild cheddar, and if you are only adding cheese then it makes a

difference (although we feel that there is no difference in 12 month aged cheddar vs. 18 or 24 month

aged cheddar). With that said, if you start adding things to the mac-like bacon, green chiles,

jalapenos or cream cheese-then just use regular sharp cheddar and you wont be able to taste the

difference. This is what has worked for us and our mac is pretty bomb now, thanks to this! (By the

way, green chile bacon mac is amazing, and sometimes we actually put the finished mac on a

smoker and let it get a smoky flavor-holy crap.
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